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IMPACTING LIVES FOR GOD'S GLORY 

THROUGH DISCIPLESHIP AND ADVENTURE

How many years have you been at camp ?

What hobby would you get into if time and 

money weren’t an issue?

If you were a box of cereal, which kind 

would you be?

What is your go-to flavor at Nibble Nook?

What are you most excited about for 

summer 2019.

What fictional place would you most like 

to go?

What is your favorite campfire song?

What's  your favorite camp memory?

This will be 14 combined!!

probably Asgard from the Marvel movies: Thor,
the Avengers, etc. I love Marvel movies and I
love Chris Hemsworth so it's the best of both

worlds!!

Pharaoh, Pharaoh!!

Traveling the world for sure!! I wish I had the
money and time to see so many cool places

and things but ya know, #college /: maybe I will
get to see some of it one day though!! a

dream!!

For sure Honey Nut Cheerios!!

I am so excited to be in the same position I was
in last year!! I cannot wait to spend more time

with campers and staff and really taking time to
pour into them as a central staffer!! I'm pumped
for skills (crafts to be exact) and for all the fun

activities!! Camp is my favorite place and this is
my last summer (at least for a while) so I really

want to make it the best summer yet for the
campers and for myself!!  

For sure either coffee or cookies and cream!!

I get asked this every year and I can never think
of just one!! Singspiration though is my jam and
if you have not been yet, keep an eye out for me
in the back because I will be dancing my heart
out and screaming at the top of my lungs (trust

me, you will know) because I love just
worshiping the Lord with my (unfortunate) dance

moves and my (unfortunate) singing voice!! 


